DISCIPLINARY COMPLAINT RESOLUTION AGREEMENT
pursuant to section 55(2)(a.1) of the Health Professions Act

BETWEEN:
CHERRY MARANAN, #92,418
(the “Registrant”)
and

College and Association of Registered Nurses of Alberta
also known as College of Registered Nurses of Alberta
(the “College”)
A Disciplinary Complaint Resolution Agreement (“DCRA”) was executed between the Registrant
and the College, dated with effect August 8th, 2022, The below constitutes a summary of such
DCRA:

Through a DCRA with the College, CHERRY MARANAN, REG #92,418
(the “Registrant”), acknowledged and admitted that their behaviour
constituted unprofessional conduct. Particulars of the Registrant’s
unprofessional conduct arises from one (1) complaint to the College and
includes the following:
• On or around December 13-14, 2020, while working the nightshift as an
RN in a long term care facility in Calgary, Alberta (the “Facility”), the
Registrant, failed to exercise reasonable judgement and skill and to set
justifiable priorities when after learning at 3:05am that Patient AB was
missing, she failed to:
o

initiate a Code Yellow within 10 minutes, as required by her
employer’s “Code Yellow – Missing Resident Policy”;

o

use the “Incident Manager Checklist – Code Yellow” to track actions
and log response times;

o

call 911 and notify the site administrator within the time frame set
out in the Code Yellow - Missing Resident Policy;

o

establish an Emergency Operations Centre where responding staff
could report for search instructions;

o

delegate search tasks pursuant to the Code Yellow Missing
Resident Policy; and
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o

complete, or have completed, a full and/or adequate search of the
Facility, including the outdoor Courtyards, for almost 2.5 hours after
Patient AB was reported missing.

• On or around December 13-14, 2020, failed to provide safe and
competent care when after finding Patient AB in an outdoor Courtyard, on
the ground and in distress from exposure, she:
o

failed to perform an adequate assessment of Patient AB; and

o

delayed calling, or delegating another staff member to call, 911 for
25 minutes.

• On or around December 13-14, 2020, the Registrant failed to properly
document any information regarding Patient AB, including any information
regarding Patient AB going missing or the search efforts and information
regarding the Registrant’s assessment and treatment of Patient AB after
she was found in the Primrose.

The Registrant served a suspension, agreed to complete coursework
and to pay a fine. Conditions shall appear on the College register and
on the Registrant’s practice permit.
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